
Steve Weber, a.k.a. Forrest Gump, is a 
professional speaker who works with 
companies and organizations to improve 
individual and organizational performance. 
Using the persona, wit, and wisdom of 
Forrest Gump, Steve delivers interactive, 
lively, and motivational programs.

Keynotes Seminars 
Breakouts Meal Functions

“All seen through the eyes of Fo
rrest Gump”

Make Your Next Meeting Memorable & Impactful

Forrest Gump
Steve Weber as

S P E A K E R

a Tribute

Forrest Gump is a fictitious character created in the book Forrest Gump, Winston Groom (1986) and the movie Forrest Gump, Paramount Pictures (1994). 
Steve Weber has been a Tribute Artist portraying Forrest Gump since 1996 and is also known as (a.k.a.) Forrest Gump.

Testimonials
“When faced with the challenge of  introducing the corporate goals and new strategic 
direction for our company of  300 employees at the annual meeting, we were so happy we 
hired Steve Weber as Forrest Gump. Not only was his presentation entertaining, but he did it 
in a way that was extremely effective. Most importantly, we used Steve’s talent to get our 
message across, and it is a meeting to this day that employees refer back to when we discuss 
our corporate objectives.

“I would highly recommend Steve for any organization that has an important idea or 
message to communicate, in a way that will always be remembered.”
– Mark Ferrari, President, OneWorkPlace, San Jose, CA

Life is Like a Box of Chocolates
– Your Choices Today equal Sweet Success Tomorrow

Eliminate Uncertainties ... 3 keys to Making Great Decisions •
How to Make the Right Choices 97.2% of the Time •
Boost Your Luck ... Create Your Own Reality •
3 Reliable Planning Techniques for Uncertain Times •
5 Steps to Becoming More Decisive •
There is no such thing as a bad chocolate ... Your decisions can be like  •
chocolate -- Good, Better, and Best!

Life is uncertain, there are no guarantees. Forrest’s mother taught him how to accept the realities of 
life, hence,  Life is like a box of chocolates! Learn to follow your heart and achieve success 
against all odds.  With a strong moral compass, single-minded determination, and a “never give up” 
attitude, you will be rewarded with greater success and the ability to make your own luck.

This session is for those who want to succeed in a constantly changing world. Every business 
that needs to sharpen and improve customer service, sales, and the bottom line will benefit. It is 
equally appropriate for executives to front line customer service representatives and everyone in 
between.  While you never know what you’re gonna get when you bite into a chocolate, you know 
you’ll get increased performance and productivity from this interactive, entertaining and content 
rich program.
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